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SUBMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT SERVICES

   
Introduction

  

This submission is made on behalf of Port of Tauranga Limited, in addition to the combined port 
submission by Saunders Unsworth, aiming to augment the combined port submission specific to the 
Port of Tauranga.   

Commission Findings

  

Finding 3.2

 

Available indicators suggest that New Zealand s container port performance is no less and 
possibly better than in Australia .  

We are not sure you are using the correct definition for Vessel Rate.  The recent Ministry of 
Transport study adopted the Australian Productivity Commission method of measurement (BITRE) 
which defines Vessel Rate as this indicator measures labour productivity at a port terminal and is 
computed as the total containers handled divided by the elapsed labour time (which is defined as 
the elapsed time between labour first boarding a ship and labour last leaving the ship (less a small 
number of  pre-defined non-operational delays if applicable)) . That is, it is not the number of 
container movements per person.  

We would argue that Vessel Rate is the more important benchmarking index as it is a true acid-
test

 

measure of vessel productivity that can t be legitimately fudged with permissible deductions 
such as smoko/lunch breaks and even industrial stoppages!  

We also reiterate from our previous submission that we consider it worthwhile for the Ministry of 
Transport  / Productivity Commission to further explore current research in Europe that introduces a 
cost index to the vessel rate denominator, to benchmark true productivity (i.e taking into account 
Crane Intensity and consequent cost variations in Vessel Rate comparisons).    

Finding 3.6 

 

The six port companies analysed by the Commission recorded mostly negative Economic-
Value-Added (EVA) from 2008 to 2011, although there was a trend to less negative figures .  

We generally support the benchmarking of Port s financial performance utilising the EVA measure, 
with the proviso that Ports are long run infrastructure companies, often making investment decisions 
with associated economic lives considered in terms of decades.  

There however appears to be a number of errors or inconsistencies in the calculation of the 
benchmarking data as presented in the draft report viz.  

The report notes in 3.4.5 that the capital invested in each port company is deemed to be that based 
on the NZ IFRS 2007 financial accounts .  We would assume that the capital invested figure is 
updated for every subsequent year after 2007 to reflect any future asset employment or disposals.  
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The report notes in 3.4.2 that rates of return are sensitive to asset valuations and these can be 
difficult and controversial to establish .  This point is critical if you are to present a valid apples with 
apples

 
comparison.  The balance sheet values held for harbour shipping channels is one such 

example where there is considerable variation amongst ports, with a number of ports not ascribing 
any value for harbour channels.  At 30 June 2011, Port of Tauranga valued our channel assets at 
$107 million.  To demonstrate the sensitivity to the EVA denominator, Port of Tauranga incorporates 
$585 million of revaluation reserves in our balance sheet ($84 million relating to channel assets 
alone), as compared with $28 million for Ports of Auckland.  

There also appear to be inconsistencies in the derivation of EVA across ports. For Port of Tauranga, 
the Commission has deducted $39.263 million of non-port revenue which appears to deduct 
subsidiary income from Tapper Transport Limited and property income and then reducing EBIT 
proportionally.  This is clearly not valid for property income, as in Port of Tauranga s case we have 
no investment property, and all property in the balance sheet is port related.  We would also argue 
our investment in Tapper Transport is related diversification or vertical integration, as we see this as 
an extension of our MetroPort operation and we consider this investment should be properly 
measured and benchmarked.  It is also not consistent to then include Associate Company income 
from our investments in Northport Limited and C3 Limited which the analysis seems to do.  We note 
there are no comparable non-port revenue deductions for Ports of Auckland, such as their 
investments in; Northland Port Corporation, United Containers Limited, Conlinxx Limited, and 
property, (port-related and investment), etc.     
     

Finding 6.3

 

There is evidence to suggest that unions have used their influence to limit competition 
amongst service providers.  

Recommendation 6.1

 

The Government should review whether existing legislation is sufficient to effectively 
regulate barriers to competition that arise as a result of union activity.  

This issue is considered significant, with a number of Unions currently flouting the freedom of 
association principles of the Employment Relations Act and is particularly salient given the current 
industrial dispute at Ports of Auckland  

We consider the findings of the Commission properly reflect the reluctance of Council of Trade 
Union (CTU) affiliated unions to accept the law in regard to freedom of association.  There is a 
belief, and in some cases policy, among CTU-affiliated unions that any union not so affiliated is not 
a genuine union.  While the focus of this submission is on the interaction between CTU unions and 
non-affiliated unions, the same principles apply to non union members.  

We can provide many examples that demonstrate a closed-shop mentality among some unionists 
who refuse to accept that the days of exclusivity of work coverage are in the past.  The behaviours 
are anti competitive and in the context of the Employment Relations Act, are designed to intimidate 
and coerce workers to join a particular union.  
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Port of Tauranga in previous representations on this issue has used the following information to 
illustrate the potential extent of the problem.  

As the diagram below illustrates there are 179 registered unions in New Zealand, of these 24% or 
42 are CTU affiliated.  (Note the list of all unions is appended in Attachment 1.)   

This submission arises through the frustrations we have experienced in challenging behaviours 
inconsistent with the Employment Relations Act.  We acknowledge that legal redress may be 
available under other legislation such as the Commerce Act, however we believe that legal redress 
over a principle such as freedom of association, so fundamental to employment relations and a 
cornerstone of the Employment Relations Act, should be easily accessible under this Act.  The 
principles at issue are:  

Employment Relations Act 2000, Part I, Section 3.   
OBJECT OF THIS ACT.  

IV By protecting the integrity of individual choice.

  

Part 3 FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION  

Section 7 OBJECT OF THIS PART   

7 The object of this Part is to establish that-  

(a) Employees have the freedom to choose whether or not to form a union or be members 
of a union for the purpose of advancing their collective employment interests; and  

(b) No person may, in relation to employment issues, confer any preference or apply any 
undue influence, directly or indirectly, on another person because the other person is or 
is not a member of a union 

      

New Zealand Registered Unions

42

137

CTU Aff iliated

Not Aff iliated
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Section 11 UNDUE INFLUENCE      

11(1) (No person to exert undue influence) A person must not exert undue influence, directly 
or indirectly, on another person with the intention of inducing the other person-  

(a) To become or remain a member of a union or a particular union; or  

(b) To cease to be a member of a union or a particular union; or  

(c) Not to become a member of a union or a particular union; or  

(d) In the case of an individual who is authorised to act on behalf of employees, not to act 
on their behalf or to cease to act on their behalf; or  

(e) To resign from or leave any employment on account of the fact that the other person is, 
or as the case may be, is not a member of a union or of a particular union.  

Part 4 RECOGNITION AND OPERATION OF UNIONS  

Section 12 OBJECT OF THIS PART    

12 The object of this part is-  

(a) To recognise the role of unions in promoting their members collective employment 
interests; and  

(b) To provide for the registration of unions that are accountable to their members; and  

(c) To confer on registered unions the right to represent their members in collective 
bargaining; and  

(d) To provide representatives of registered unions with reasonable access to workplaces 
for purposes related to employment and union business.  

Section 18 UNION ENTITLED TO REPRESENT MEMBERS INTERESTS  

18(1) (Union s right to represent members) A union is entitled to represent its members in 
relation to any matter involving their collective interests as employees.  

In summary, the legislation provides for the registration and recognition of any union and confers the 
same rights and obligations irrespective of affiliation with the CTU.  The law prohibits discrimination 
on the basis of union or non union membership in any agreement or contract but does not 
adequately cover discriminatory actions that directly or indirectly are designed to ultimately influence 
a worker s choice on union membership.       
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Finding 10.2

 
The Port Companies act sets the principal objective of every port company as being to 
operate as a successful business .  However that objective is unclear.....  

Recommendation 10.1

 

The objectives of council-owned port and airport companies should be brought into line with 
the objectives for state-owned enterprises; ie to be as profitable and efficient as comparable 
businesses that are privately owned.  

We support more precision being introduced into Section 5 of the Port Companies Act to bring the 
principal purpose into line with the State Owned Enterprises Act.  

We reiterate our previous submission that if ports simply priced and invested to achieve a cost of 
capital return (as they are mandated to do under the Port Companies Act), an optimal hierarchy of 
ports would emerge naturally and quite quickly, without the need for heavy handed intervention or 
regulation.   

Recommendation 10.4

 

A collective monitoring function should be established for port companies, to create 
independent information on comparative performance of ports for owners to consider 

 

further strengthening ownership disciplines and optimal port performance.  

There is a suggestion in the draft report that a possible home for such a function would be within the 
Local Government Commission.  

We would argue that this function should, or indeed does already, rest with the Minister of 
Transport.  For instance, Sections 8, 9,10,11,12, & 13 of the Port Companies Act 1988 already have 
prescriptive requirements for non-listed port companies in this regard.  Moreover, Section 16 of the 
Port Companies Act 1988 currently requires within 2 months after the first half of each financial 
year of a port company, the directorate of the port company shall deliver to the shareholders and the 
Minister (of Transport) a report of its operations during that half year

 

(and goes on to require inter 
alia; a report of the operations of the port company and its subsidiaries, audited consolidated 
financial statements, statements of financial position, profit and loss, cashflows, and dividend 
recommendations).  Surely the architects of the 1988 Port Companies Act intended this to be more 
than just a receiving function.   

Mark Cairns 
Chief Executive 
Port of Tauranga 
Private Bag 12504 
Tauranga  

07 572 8829 / 021 978 887 

mark@port-tauranga.co.nz     
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